
Perfect for every day,
or every once in a while
Whether you're a regular contact lens

wearer, or just wear them for sports or

special occasions, C1earSighfM 1 Day

daily disposable contact lenses offer

you the perfect combination of comfort,

convenience, and great vision. Even if

you've tried other contacts and found

them too uncomfortable, the unique lens

design of C1earSight 1 Day may mean

you really can

enjoy the freedom

of contact lenses.

CooperVision invites you to see everything the

world has to offer with state-of-the-art contact

lenses that offer you the best in exceptional vision

quality and comfort. For general information about

eye care, vision conditions, and CooperVision

contact lenses, we invite you to visit us on

the Web at www.coopervision.com.

SOl E, Palm Val1ey Blvd,
Round Rock, Texas 78664

I f (512) 248-2424
EYE CAR E 8. 5 U R G E R Y wwweyecare-surgery,com
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UV-absorblllg contact lellses me NOT substitutes for protective
UV-absorbing eyewear such as UV-absorblng goggles or sunglasses
because they do Ilot completely cover fhe eye and surrounding area,

You should continue to use UV-absorblllg eyewear.
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Give your glasses
the weekend off

http://www.coopervision.com.


AN EDGE IN COMFORT
AND DESIGN

EASIER TO GET A
HANDLE ON

BOTTOM LINE

Whether you wear them every day, or just every

once in a while, ClearSight 1 Day contacts offer

you everything you're looking for in a disposable

soft contact lens,

So ask your eye

care professional

if ClearSight 1 Day

is right for you,

C1earSight'M 1 Day lenses are also specially

designed for easier handling, They retain their

shape better, and they even have a light blue

visibility tint to help you see the lenses more

easily when they're out of your eye,

Plus, they come in an

easy- to-open

package,

Replacing your lenses regularly (and it doesn't get

any more regular than every day) helps promote

good eye health, Only wearing lenses once means

there's less opportunity for your lenses to attract

discomfort-causing deposits, Plus, C1earSight

1 Day lenses also have a UV blocker to help

protect your eyes from harmful ultraviolet rays,t

A HEALTHY CHOICE

NO-HASSLE CONVENIENCE

ClearSight™ 1 Day contacts are thinner than other

brands and have numerous design features that

work together to provide a more comfortable lens

wearing experience,

With C1earSight 1 Day lenses, you're wearing a

new pair of lenses every time you put them on,

That means you don't have to deal with all the

cleaning and storage hassles like you do with

conventional contact lenses, And it means there

are no pricey, bulky solutions to buy, store, or

carry around,

IDEAL FOR SEASONAL
ALLERGY SUFFERERS

C1earSight 1 Day lenses are a great choice for

allergy sufferers, as allergens have less time to

build up than with lenses worn day after day,

The result: a fresh lens experience every day,
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